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Ryan E. Carlin1



Abstract Distrusting democrats seek accountability and advocate reform in established democracies. Do they behave similarly in new democracies? Using AmericasBarometer survey data, cluster analysis identifies five profiles of democratic support in Chile: democrat, delegative, fair-weather, illiberal, and autocrat. Chilean distrusting democrats are more active in protest politics but less active in electoral politics than other Chileans, especially fair-weather democrats. The support profiles better predict these behaviors than the classic Linzian and Churchillian measures of democratic support. Thus, distrusting democrats in Chile only partially emulate their counterparts in established democracies, suggesting citizenled democratic reforms in new democracies could be far more challenging. Keywords critical citizens, democratic support, political trust, political participation, protest, democratization



What kinds of citizens enrich democracy? Recent scholarship focuses on “distrusting democrats” or “critical citizens” who “share widespread aspirations to the ideals and principles of democracy” and “adhere strongly to democratic values” but who distrust hierarchical political institutions (Norris 1999c, 1, 3; Nye, Zelikow, and King 1997; Catterberg 2003; Inglehart and Welzel 2005; Geissel 2008; Moehler 2008). Falling institutional trust in most parts of the globe over the past three decades has presumably swelled their ranks (Klingemann 1999; Inglehart et al. 2004). In established democracies, distrusting democrats engage the political system in ways that seek to exact accountability and to reform institutions (Norris 1999a, 2002; Pharr and Putnam 2000; Cain, Dalton, and Scarrow 2003; Dalton 2004). Thus, distrusting democrats are credited with enhancing the quality of established democracies. The puzzle motivating this study is whether distrusting democrats behave similarly in new democracies as well. Three factors cloud the answer. First, democratic support is less widespread in new democracies. This means democrats, both trusting and distrusting, are in relatively short supply, and several subtypes, or democrats “with adjectives,” abound (Carlin and Singer 2011; Walker 2009; Schedler and Sarsfield 2007, 2009; Carnaghan 2007; Dryzek and Holmes 2002; Powers 2001). Second, trust in political institutions is low in established and



new democracies alike. But although trust has eroded slowly in the former (Dalton 2004), it has declined precipitously in the latter, leading some to conclude that new democracies have a disillusioned rather than a critical citizenry (Catterberg and Moreno 2005). Third, previous studies tend to look at how either institutional trust (Norris 1999a; Cleary and Stokes 2006; Carlin 2006) or democratic support (Hofferbert and Klingemann 2001; Canache 2002; Seligson and Tucker 2005) affects political behavior. Those that examine both tend to neglect their interactive effects (Booth and Seligson 2005, 2009; Norris, Walgrave, and Van Aelst 2005; Mishler and Rose 2005; Catterberg 2003). Thus, we know little about how distrusting democrats engage the political system and their potential effects on the quality of new democracies. By constructing a ground-up comparative analysis of citizen subtypes of democratic support in Chile, this study sheds light on the diverging directions in which the participation of democrats and their less democratic peers could pull democracy as trust in representative 1
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Carlin institutions wanes. The results present an intriguing twist on the distrusting democrat thesis. True to form, at low levels of party trust Chilean democrats are comparatively more active in protests. But they are less active in elections. However, Chileans less loyal to democracy, particularly distrusting fair-weather democrats, participate more actively in elections. Thus, distrusting democrats risk sabotaging democracy in Chile by opting out of elections and, thereby, amplifying the voices of less democratic, but more numerous and electorally active, citizens. Though the causal linkages between mass beliefs and regime outcomes are poorly understood, connecting subtypes of democratic support and levels of institutional trust to political behavior is a crucial first step (cf. Coppedge 2010). This study is structured as follows. Below it explains the theoretical leverage of the Chilean case. Next it theorizes subtypes of democratic support and identifies five distinct profiles in Chile: democrat, delegative, fair-weather, illiberal, and autocrat. Then it presents cross-tabulations of the five profiles and party identification to show they are not merely reflections of the underlying cleavages in the party system. From there it models the interactive effects of trust in political parties and the five profiles of democratic support on protest activism and electoral participation. A brief discussion concludes the article.



Case Selection Established democracies have responded to distrusting democrats’ brand of “new politics” by altering their electoral systems, expanding the use of referendums, and broadening access to direct political involvement (Cain, Dalton, and Scarrow 2003). Chile is a most likely case in which to find distrusting democrats engaging the political system among new democracies because it shares a theoretically optimum set of contextual conditions with established democracies. Most likely test cases are not necessarily representative of a larger class of cases, but they can help define the external validity of a theoretical proposition. Viewing Chile as a most likely case among new democracies does not imply Chile is a typical case but rather one that offers excellent odds of observing the distrusting democrat phenomenon. Chile’s political context matches that of established democracies as closely as any new democracy in terms of institutions and reform. Prior to its 1973 democratic breakdown, Chile had a long history of strong democratic institutions and a party system that resembled those found in Western Europe (Valenzuela 1977). As in established democracies (Lipset and Rokkan 1967), a series of crosscutting social cleavages formed the Chilean party system (Scully 1992). While Chile’s party system ensures some of the highest-quality representation in Latin America



(Luna and Zechmeister 2005), it faces patterns of partisan dealignment (Ortega 2003) similar to those in established democracies (Dalton and Wattenberg 2000). But since refounding elections in 1989, Chilean democracy has proven stable and ranks well ahead of most new and many established democracies on common indicators of governance quality (Kaufmann, Kraay, and Mastruzzi 2007). Like established democracies, Chile has a track record of incremental reform. Though scholars credit elites (Montes and Vial 2005) with the steady removal of authoritarian enclaves enshrined in the 1980 constitution, citizens and civil society have affected institutional change in other realms. Public outrage over corruption scandals in the early 2000s led to major reforms in campaign finance, public spending and contracts, and public employees. After a push from multiple groups in civil society, an access to public information law was recently passed, bringing greater transparency to public institutions. A reform to make voter registration automatic and voting optional (as opposed to the optional registration and mandatory voting status quo) is nearly complete. While mass protests in Chile have declined since the 1980s (Oxhorn 1994), recent years have witnessed manifestations from students demanding, among other things, equal representation on the education advisory council; a multisector “social strike” for changes to health, justice, and education policies; Mapuches pressing for political, juridical, and economic self-determination; and annual anti-Pinochet protests.1 A focus on deepening rights and reforming institutions distinguishes recent protests in Chile from those mobilized in other new democracies to denounce the neoliberal economic model, to remove sitting executives, or to decry fraudulent elections. Hence, Chile is well positioned to probe the breadth of the distrusting democrats thesis. If they can exist in new democracies, then they should exist in contemporary Chile. In the event that a new citizen-led politics is afoot in Chile, one could not guarantee the generalizability of such a finding to other new democracies or even to other points in Chilean history. Disconfirming or only partially confirming the thesis in Chile not only helps draw the boundaries of the distrusting democrat phenomenon but also focuses attention on other types of citizens who may influence, positively or negatively, the process of democratization.



Identifying Subtypes of Democratic Support The first analytic step is to identify democrats and other citizen subtypes of democratic support. Since democracy is an “essentially contested concept” (Gallie 1956), debates over valid measures of support for democracy are heated.2
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If citizens interpret democracy differently by holding contested, vacuous, or even pejorative conceptions of “democracy,” then point-blank survey questions asking citizens if they prefer “democracy” as a form of government will obviously lack validity. Moreover, democratic support is notoriously inconsistent. Between 30 and 60 percent of Latin Americans who claim to prefer democracy also endorse coups d’état under various circumstances; support the president acting above the law, restoring order by force, or controlling the media; and view parties and congress as dispensable (United Nations Development Programme [UNDP] 2004). To weed out what some dismiss as “questionnaire democrats” (Dalton 1994) who “pay lip-service to democracy” (Inglehart 2003), scholars either delink support for democratic governance from rights and norms (e.g., Inglehart 2003) or focus only on democratic rights and norms (e.g., Gibson, Duch, and Tedin 1992). But these approaches risk ignoring potentially relevant support subtypes, such as citizens who support a regime that waves the banner of “democracy” yet stamps out free contestation and participation. Identifying support subtypes also requires an understanding of why citizens support or reject democracy. Scholars distinguish between “intrinsic support”—democracy for its own sake—and “instrumental support”—democracy as a means to an end (Bratton and Mattes 2001; Sarsfield and Echegaray 2006). Instrumental support is theorized to evolve into intrinsic support as the democratic regime outperforms the preceding authoritarian regime economically and politically (Easton 1975; Lipset 1981, Mishler and Rose 2001; Bratton and Mattes 2001). Given the high frequency of economic and political crises in new democracies, and the infrequency of full democratic reversions, it is possible that citizens develop intrinsic support for some democratic principles more slowly than others, or not all. Ignoring variation in the underlying rationalities of support for a range of democratic norms, freedoms, and procedures could limit the explanatory leverage of any measure of democratic support.



A Multidimensional Profiles Approach In effort to avoid these pitfalls, this study constructs multidimensional profiles of support for democracy. The approach builds on an a priori definition of a “democrat” modeled on Dahl’s (1971) conception of procedural democracy: a citizen with liberal and intrinsic orientations to democratic governance, political rights and procedures, and civil liberties. A clear standard of what a democrat is helps overcome the problem of distinct conceptions of democracy. As Coppedge advises, “If we are interested in the nature, causes, or consequences of what we mean by ‘democracy,’ we cannot surrender the authority to define



the concept to our research subjects” (2010). Citizens whose support profiles do not approximate this standard are not, by this definition, democrats. Thus, multidimensional profiles of support for democracy can be operationalized by measuring orientations to three classes of objects according to two rationalities. The first class of objects is the regime itself—“democracy” versus authoritarianism. Since deciphering such regime orientations requires more information, the next two classes of objects correspond to the essential political rights and procedures (voting, running for office, free and fair elections) and the civil liberties (expression, association, alternative sources of information) that undergird liberal contestation and open participation. The profiles capture variation in citizen support across these core principles. To incorporate the two rationalities of support, the profiles examine both liberal (vs. illiberal) support and intrinsic (vs. instrumental) support for these three objects. The resulting profiles judge citizens’ beliefs against a wholly liberal and intrinsic profile of support for procedural democracy. Certainly, democratic support profiles could be cast according to the emphases of republican, direct, social, deliberative, radical, communitarian, or classical definitions of democracy. The distinct advantage of a liberal rights-based conception, first used by Gibson, Duch, and Tedin (1992), is that it parallels a compelling classification strategy for regime subtypes. Political regimes featuring some but not all of Dahl’s baseline criteria for procedural democracy are considered “democracies with adjectives” (Collier and Levitsky 1997) or “electoral authoritarian” (Schedler 2006; Levitsky and Way 2002). Likewise, democratic support profiles grounded in procedural democracy can distinguish consistent democrats and nondemocrats from citizens with mixed belief systems. The resulting support profiles, thereby, provide a high degree of cross-level equivalence with measures of democracy presented by Freedom House, Vanhanen’s Polyarchy Index, and Polity (Coppedge, Alvarez, and Maldonado 2008).



Cluster Analysis: Methods and Data One way to detect multidimensional support profiles is with cluster analysis, a set of classification techniques gaining popularity in the study of democratic support (Carlin and Singer, forthcoming; Schedler and Sarsfield 2007, 2009; UNDP 2004). Cluster analysis classifies cases that vary across multiple variables by using numerical distances called similarity measures. Here, it “clusters” citizens into profiles based on the similarity of their orientations to democracy, political rights and procedures, and civil liberties. Citizens in the same cluster are most
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Carlin similar (numerically proximate) to each other in their profile of democratic orientations but most dissimilar (numerically distant) to members of other clusters on these same orientations. Unlike confirmatory factor analysis, an inductive cluster analysis makes no a priori assumptions about the number of support profiles. And although factor analysis assumes the underlying dimensions in the data are continuous, cluster analysis assumes they are categorical. Schedler and Sarsfield (2007, 8, emphasis added, 644) capture this distinction as follows: “While factor analysis allows us to discern how different variables hang together across cases, cluster analysis reveals how cases hang together across different variables.” By relaxing the linearity assumption, cluster analysis can better detect mixed support profiles for citizens whose democratic orientations are only weakly “constrained” (Converse 1964). Identifying multidimensional profiles of democratic support, and later probing their behavioral correlates, requires an extraordinary data set. The 2006 AmericasBarometer survey, with its large (N = 1,517) and representative national sample, fits the bill.3 Adherence to sound survey methodology ranks AmericasBarometer among the highest-quality public opinion data available for Latin America. And no other questionnaire contains multiple measures of orientations to democratic governance, political rights and procedures, and civil liberties along both the liberal–illiberal and intrinsic–instrumental spectra. Because it was conducted in Chile in late 2006, respondents’ reported levels of protest activity encompass the mobilizations of students and other sectors of society demanding education reforms in May 2006, an issue controlled for in the models below. The empirical indicators of democratic orientations in the cluster analysis consist of two sets of measures that contrast (1) liberal to illiberal and (2) intrinsic to instrumental orientations to (1) democratic governance, (2) political rights and procedures, and (3) civil liberties.4 For set 1, liberal versus illiberal orientations to (1) democratic governance are measured via the so-called “Churchillian” support for democracy item: “Democracy may have problems, but it is still the best form of government.” A liberal—or illiberal—orientation to (2) political rights and procedures is a four-question scale gauging approval of extending Chileans who speak poorly of government the rights to vote, to conduct peaceful protests expressing political ideas, to run for public office, and to voice their views on television (α = .91). Liberal or illiberal orientations to (3) civil liberties are measured by a scale of disapproval of laws prohibiting public protests and the meeting of groups who criticize the political system and laws that allow government censorship of television programs, books in public school libraries, and critical media outlets



(α = .84). While these indicators show whether citizens generally favor or reject democratic governance, political rights and procedures, and civil liberties, measures of intrinsic versus instrumental support are crucial to understanding the rationality behind these orientations. Thus, set 2 pits intrinsic against instrumental orientations. An intrinsic–instrumental (1) democratic governance scale sums responses to whether a military coup would be justified in the following five scenarios: high unemployment, many social protests, escalating crime, high inflation, and rampant corruption (α = .81). Instrumentality toward (2) political rights and procedures is gauged by asking respondents to choose between a government that would (i) cut unemployment in half and suspend elections versus respecting elections despite the unemployment rate, (ii) cut crime in half and suspend elections versus respecting elections despite crime rates, (iii) cut unemployment in half but pay no attention to congress or the judiciary versus respecting these state powers despite the unemployment rate, and (iv) cut crime in half but pay no attention to congress or the judiciary versus respecting these state powers despite crime rates. These items form an additive scale (α = .86). Instrumental support for (3) civil liberties taps agreement with (i) “Our presidents must have the necessary power to act in the national interest,” as opposed to the intrinsic choice, and (ii) “Our presidents’ power must be limited so as not to put our liberties at risk.” Ideally, this would be a composite indicator, but it is the only survey item that taps instrumental support for civil liberties. Following previous work (Schedler and Sarsfield 2007, 2009), the analysis employs agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis with Ward’s algorithm to cluster respondents by multidimensional profiles of democratic support.5 Similarity in this method is measured by the sum of squared Euclidean distances: distancex,y = Σi(xi – yi)2, where xi equals the value of variable i for respondent x and yi equals the value of variable i for respondent y. The distance between two respondents on the six measures above is the sum of the squared differences between their values for each variable (i1, . . ., i6). Ward’s algorithm calculates the sum of squared Euclidean distances from each respondent to the mean of all variables and then minimizes the sum of squares of any two hypothetical clusters that can be formed at each step.



Results: Five Profiles of Support for Democracy After running the cluster analysis with these six measures, Duda and Hart’s (1973) objective stopping rule suggests a five-cluster solution.6 These five clusters represent the five democratic support profiles to which the respondents correspond: democrat, delegative, fair-weather, illiberal,
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Table 1. Cluster Means: Orientations to Democratic Governance, Political Rights and Procedures, and Civil Liberties Liberal vs. illiberal



Intrinsic vs. instrumental



Democratic Political rights Civil liberties Democratic Political rights Civil liberties governance and procedures governance and procedures Democrat (n = 250, 16.5%)



M SD Delegative (n = 263, 17.3%) M SD Fair-weather (n = 259, 17.1%) M SD Illiberal (n = 330, 21.8%) M SD Autocrat (n = 415, 27.4%) M SD Sample (N = 1,517, 100.0%) Min Max



0.50h 0.63 0.61d 0.63 –0.63 1.32 –0.16a 0.96 –0.18i 0.86 –2.86 1.72



0.87 0.62 0.63 0.81 0.29 1.00 –0.68a 0.72 –0.60i 0.73 –2.23 2.73



0.60h 0.60 0.55d 0.62 0.20 0.97 –0.42a 1.03 –0.56i 0.95 –3.54 1.98



0.59h 0.25 0.45di 0.52 –1.47 0.84 0.31h 0.59 0.00 0.84 –2.77 2.84



0.46 0.75 0.05 1.00 –0.35a 1.02 0.11h 0.97 –0.24f 1.03 –1.54 0.94



1.00i 0.00 –1.00a 0.00 0.36 0.48 1.00d 0.00 –1.00h 0.00 0.00 1.00



Entries in bold and italics are the highest and lowest, respectively, across all clusters. Continuous variables standardized. d Not significantly different from democrat cluster mean according to Tukey’s HSD pairwise means test. h Not significantly different from delegative cluster mean according to Tukey’s HSD pairwise means test. f Not significantly different from fair-weather cluster mean according to Tukey’s HSD pairwise means test. i Not significantly different from illiberal cluster mean according to Tukey’s HSD pairwise means test. a Not significantly different from autocrat cluster mean according to Tukey’s HSD pairwise means test.



and autocrat. The relative salience of the six orientations within each support profile is determined by their mean scores for all respondents in the cluster. The five scales are standardized and the dichotomous measure of contingent support for civil liberties is scored 1/–1. All variables are coded so higher values connote either more liberal or intrinsic orientations. Thus, positive entries in Table 1 represent liberal or intrinsic orientations to an object of support (democratic governance, political rights and procedures, civil liberties) and negative entries denote illiberal or instrumental orientations.7 Insignificant differences of means between clusters are noted below Table 1. The first support profile is a democrat. Not only do democrats display liberal and intrinsic orientations across the six indicators, but also their mean scores are the highest of the five clusters on all but one dimension. The spatial representation in Figure 1 demonstrates the overlaps and discrepancies between democrats and the four mixed profiles on each of the six dimensions. In each subfigure, a thick gray line marks the 0 axis above which the orientations are, on average, either liberal or intrinsic and below which the orientations are either illiberal or instrumental. Both Figure 1 and Table 1 suggest Chilean democrats have liberal and intrinsic support. Not only do they favor “democracy” and reject authoritarian interventions, but they also revere political rights, democratic procedures, and the sanctity of civil liberties. At 16.5 percent of the sample, democrats are the least pervasive profile in Chile.



Delegative democrats (17.3 percent of the sample) fit a profile that reflects support for delegative democracy: regimes that “rest on the premise that whoever wins election to the presidency is thereby entitled to govern as he or she sees fit, constrained only by the hard facts of existing power relations. . . . [O]ther institutions—courts and legislatures, for instance—are nuisances” (O’Donnell 1994, 59-60). Delegative democrats’ round preference for democracy and full rejection of coups d’état are offset by an intriguing mix of liberal and instrumental orientations to political rights and procedures and civil liberties. For example, they are ambivalent (0.05) about the president manipulating election timing and disregarding congress and the judiciary. Delegatives would also subvert civil liberties to a leader acting in the “national interest” (–1.00). These findings parallel and extend recent work on support for delegative democracy in Latin America (Gronke and Levitt 2007; Walker 2009; Carlin and Singer, forthcoming). The third profile can be characterized as fair-weather support. Such citizens, who make up 17.1 percent of the sample, maintain instrumental orientations to political rights and procedures (–0.35) and welcome coups d’état to solve a host of problems (–1.47). Although they value some political (0.29) and civil freedoms (0.20), they do not deem democracy the best form of government (–0.63). Fair-weather supporters, therefore, take a waitand-see approach to democracy. Not surprisingly, they
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Figure 1. Comparative illustration: Profiles of support for democracy



would consider granting presidents wide sway over civil liberties (0.36). Figure 1b captures the complexity and subtlety of this profile. A fourth profile is illiberal support. These citizens prefer a political system that limits political pluralism (–0.68) and curbs expression (–0.42), what Zakaria (1997) calls “illiberal democracy.” Illiberals would not manipulate current procedures and institutions to instrumental ends (0.11). Rather, they brace themselves, on one hand, against elected leaders whose machinations might compromise their rights (1.00) and, on the other hand, against a powerhungry military (0.31). Over one-fifth of Chileans fit this profile (Figure 1c). Autocrats are the final and most common (27.4 percent) profile in Chile. They lack support for democracy on all six dimensions, making them the only Chileans who maintain illiberal and instrumental orientations to political rights and procedures and civil liberties. On average, Chile’s autocrats neither support nor rule out



military coups, as their ambivalent score (0.00) on intrinsic– instrumental support for democratic governance denotes. They ardently support the government’s power to silence its critics (–0.56). Figure 1d illustrates the stark contrasts between democrats and autocrats, whose points fall on or inside the gray 0 line. If these five support profiles simply reflect the party system’s authoritarian–democratic cleavage (Bonilla et al., forthcoming; Torcal and Mainwaring 2003) they are of little analytic value.8 This is clearly not the case, as Figure 2 shows by charting partisan sympathies by support profile. First of all, 72.5 percent of respondents do not sympathize with any political party. Moreover, sympathizers with parties of the prodemocracy Concertación coalition are not significantly underrepresented in any of the mixed support profiles (sampling error = ± 2.57, 95 percent confidence interval). On the authoritarian side of the cleavage, Renovación Nacional sympathizers are spread fairly evenly across the mixed subtypes, and
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Figure 2. Profiles of democratic support and party identification in Chile



Note: PC = Partido Comunista; PH = Partido Humanista; PS = Partido Socialista; PPD = Partido por la Democracia; PDC; RN = Renovación Nacional; UDI = Unión Demócrata Independiente.



though Unión Demócrata Independiente identifiers may have an affinity with fair-weather support, they appear no more likely to be illiberals or autocrats than democrats or delegatives. Despite a degree of overlap between support profiles and partisan sympathies, the sheer size of the nonaligned group and the dispersion of partisans across all five profiles suggest the support profiles are far more than an expression of the party system’s underlying cleavage.



Support Profiles and Political Participation The analyses above find that democrats exist in Chile, but they are greatly outnumbered. Their similarities to citizens in established democracies depend on their behavior at low levels of trust in representative institutions. Distrusting democrats are theoretically grounded in the expectation that strong democratic orientations imbue citizens with enough efficacy and sense of responsibility to engage in and reform the political system when their faith in representative institutions flags (Norris 1999c; Almond and Verba 1963, Gamson 1968). But scholars have not tested the interactive effects of democratic values and mistrust in institutions on political participation. In turn, the critical citizens literature is a mixed bag. Globally, Norris (1999a, 260-63) shows institutional distrust predicts political discussion and protest potential, bolstering the notion that critical citizens are cognitively mobilized and primed for action. Democrat support is



assumed not modeled. Similar patterns hold across advanced democracies (Dalton 2004; Newton and Norris 2000). In Latin America, Booth and Seligson (2009) find institutional trust boosts party campaigning and that both high trust and high distrust drive citizens to contact public officials. Neither democratic support nor institutional trust predict voting or protest participation, and their interactive effects are ignored. Another global study reports a bivariate correlation between country aggregates of (1) the change in the percentage of citizens who have taken political action and (2) temporally prior percentages of citizens holding self-expression values (Inglehart and Welzel 2005, 124). Catterberg’s (2003, 185-86) study of new democracies examines critical citizens without explicitly modeling the interaction terms. Rather, it calculates the predicted probabilities of participating in elite-challenging activities at the extremes of postmaterialism and democratic support, on one hand, and government confidence, on the other. Seligson and Tucker (2005) link nondemocratic attitudes to voting for known human rights violators. Research on “democrats with adjectives” stops short of testing the influence of nondemocratic beliefs and trust or distrust on participation. Thus, if and how democrats and their counterparts take political matters into their own hands as political trust wanes remains unclear. Of the options available to distrusting democrats for signaling dissatisfaction with the status quo, protesting is an obvious choice. Voting is another. Protests increase pressure for reform while elections help exact vertical
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Carlin accountability, a key dimension of democratic quality (O’Donnell 1999; Diamond and Morlino 2005). Modernization appears to have increased turnout in developing countries, and new forms of participation have supplemented, not supplanted, electoral participation in established democracies (Norris 2002). Individual cases, however, may buck this trend. Indeed, in Chile low levels of political trust are associated with not registering to vote (Carlin 2006). The analyses below compare the propensity to participate in protests and elections across the five citizen subtypes at different levels of trust in political parties. Why analyze trust in political parties? From the late 1980s to mid-1990s, elite-led parties demobilized mass actors to ensure a smooth transition to electoral politics and to prevent military backlash (Oxhorn 1994; O’Donnell, Schmitter, and Whitehead 1986). Popular sectors became disenchanted (Posner 1999) and trust in parties fell more precipitously than in any other political institution. According to Inglehart et al. (2004), half of Chileans trusted in political parties in 1995, but only 28 percent did in 1999. Other data suggest party trust fell from 31 percent to 17 percent between 1996 and 2004 (Payne, Zovatto, and Díaz 2007). The relative political and economic stability of Chile’s transition to democracy and the favorable economic conditions since 1989 make rapid decline of party trust all the more dramatic.9 How do the mixed support profiles condition the effects of party trust on participation? The profiles themselves might provide some clues. Support for a president acting unilaterally in the national interest, a hallmark of the delegative and autocrat profiles, connotes a great stake in who reaches the presidency yet apathy toward institutional accountability. Therefore, distrust in parties may encourage these citizens to take part in elections but dissuade them from exacting accountability in the form of protests. Fair-weather supporters and illiberals might engage in the political system only when things are going their way. So while they are not predisposed to participate in politics, strong trust in parties may supply them with the necessary efficacy to overcome their inertia. The models below present the most explicit tests of the inherently interactive relationships among democratic support profiles, trust in representative institutions, and participation in accountability-exacting activities.



Regression Analysis: Models and Variables How shall these relationships be modeled? This section describes the dependent, independent, and control variables for two sets of regressions below. Exact question wording and details on the operationalization of these variables are provided online in the supplemental materials



Table 2. Support Profiles, Party Trust, and Protest Activism in Chile Model I β Party trust Democrat × Party Trust Delegative × Party Trust Fair-weather × Party Trust Illiberal × party Trust Autocrat × Party Trust Democrat Delegative Fair-weather Illiberal Autocrat Interpersonal trust Political interest Ideology Education Income Woman Age Married Children Student Cut point 1 Cut point 2 Cut point 3 -2LLF Pseudo-R2McF N



-0.001 -0.249*



Model II (SE)



β



(0.049) -0.246** (0.105)



1.315*** (0.383)



0.042 (0.082) 0.509*** (0.075) -0.182*** (0.031) 0.120*** (0.026) 0.056 (0.040) (0.145) -0.343* (0.006) -0.001 -0.413** (0.158) 0.265 (0.150) 0.968*** (0.245) 2.263 (0.432) 3.903 (0.438) 4.309 (0.438) 1794.8 .126 1,517



(SE) (0.094)



0.308*



(0.128)



0.373**



(0.149)



0.232



(0.138)



0.083



(0.135)



-1.236** (0.482) -1.940*** (0.563) (0.516) -1.228* (0.489) -1.019* 0.060 (0.084) 0.480*** (0.077) -0.172*** (0.032) 0.118*** (0.027) 0.043 (0.041) (0.148) -0.324* (0.006) -0.002 (0.152) -0.392* 0.263 (0.153) 0.980*** (0.250) 1.224 (0.526) 2.894 (0.535) 3.308 (0.540) 1764.9 .141 1,517



*p .05. **p ≤ .01. ***p ≤ .001 (two-tailed tests).



(available at http://prq.sagepub.com/supplemental/). The dependent variables are (1) protest activism and (2) electoral participation. Protest activism is a 4-point scale tapping recent participation in protests. Electoral participation is a binary variable scored 1 if the respondent voted in the recent presidential elections and 0 if the respondent either abstained or was unregistered.10 Trust in political parties, the five support profiles, and their interaction terms are the main independent variables in these models. Controls include interpersonal trust, political interest, ideology, education, income, woman (Norris 1999a), marital status, and children. Interpersonal trust fosters participation via its role in the formation of social capital
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Table 3. Support Profiles, Party Trust, and Electoral Participation in Chile Model III β Party trust Democrat × Party Trust Delegative × Party Trust Fair-weather × Party Trust Illiberal × Party Trust Autocrat × Party Trust Democrat Delegative Fair-weather Illiberal Autocrat Interpersonal trust Political interest Ideology Education Income Woman Post-Frei Transition Dictatorship Married Children Constant -2LLF Pseudo-R2McF N



0.056 0.214†



-0.335



0.192* 0.492*** -0.009 -0.007 -0.014 0.172 -3.339*** -1.460*** -0.615** 0.338* 0.450** 0.993*** 1214.2 .337 1517



Model IV



Model V



(SE)



β



(SE)



β



(SE)



(0.049) (0.127)



0.269*



(0.120)



0.110*



(0.050)



-0.154 -0.286† -0.216 0.207



(0.160) (0.156) (0.157) (0.148)



0.131 0.423 0.469 0.302 0.190* 0.496*** -0.005 -0.007 -0.017 0.170 -3.327*** -1.457*** -0.613* 0.328* 0.460** 0.649 1211.5 .339 1517



(0.572) (0.551) (0.570) (0.539) (0.085) (0.094) (0.034) (0.028) (0.044) (0.159) (0.262) (0.266) (0.257) (0.165) (0.159) (0.580)



-0.127



(0.111)



0.176 0.046 -0.121 0.191* 0.488*** -0.005 0.010 -0.012 0.157 -3.336*** -1.476*** -0.613* 0.303† 0.452** 0.879* 1217.6 .335 1517



(0.386) (0.508) (0.476) (0.083) (0.092) (0.033) (0.028) (0.043) (0.155) (0.257) (0.261) (0.253) (0.162) (0.156) (0.421)



(0.455)



(0.083) (0.092) (0.032) (0.028) (0.043) (0.155) (0.256) (0.260) (0.252) (0.162) (0.155) (0.418)



p ≤ .1. *p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01. ***p ≤ .001 (two-tailed tests).



†



(Putnam 1993; Klesner 2007) and by its association with other values that promote self-expression (Inglehart and Welzel 2005). The other variables are common to the resource theory of participation (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). In addition, the models of protest activism control for age and student status because of the high levels of protest among youth in 2006. The electoral participation models use socialization cohort dummies to control for differential rates of voting of youth who reached voting age during the pre-1973 (reference category), dictatorship, transition, and post-Frei eras (Carlin 2006). The analysis begins with two ordered logistic regressions for protest activism reported in Table 2.11 Then it estimates a pair of binary logistic regressions for electoral participation displayed in Table 3.12 Both analyses contain interactions between party trust and dummy variables representing the democratic support profiles. For each model, a different support profile (or set of support profiles) is the base category of comparison. Figures 3a and 3b provide visual representations of discrete changes



in predicted probabilities to ease interpretation of the interactive relationships highlighted in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.



Results: Support Profiles, Party Trust or Distrust, and Participation Models I and II (Table 2) tell complementary sides of the same story. In model I all other support profiles are the out-category, which permits comparisons between democrats and the rest of the sample. The results suggest support profiles indeed condition the effects of party trust on protest activism. Democrats are more likely to resort to protest as they lose trust in political parties. As the solid line in Figure 3a illustrates, the probability that an average democrat is a frequent protester increases by about 18 percent as party trust decreases over its range.13 To make comparisons between democrats and the four profiles individually, model II includes each of the four other profiles and
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Figure 3. Cross-profile comparisons: Predicted probabilities of a discrete change in trust in parties on protest activism and electoral participation in Chile



their party–trust interaction terms, thereby making democrats the reference category. The analysis suggests democrats are far more likely to protest than delegative and fair-weather supporters at the lowest levels of party trust, yet all three profiles appear fairly unlikely to protest at the highest levels of party trust (see Figure 3a). This evidence largely conforms to work on distrusting democrats in established democracies but highlights the analytical relevance of democratic support.



Table 3 reports the electoral participation models. All other profiles are the reference category for the analysis of democrats in model III. The results imply democrats are about 59 percent less likely to vote at the lowest levels of party trust compared to the rest of the sample taken as a whole (see Figure 3b). Model IV makes democrats the out-category to investigate dyadic comparisons. Taken individually, the only significant behavioral differences at varying trust levels are between fair-weather supporters and
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democrats. Chileans with fair-weather support profiles are over 17 percent more likely to vote at the lowest levels of trust in political parties than democrats. Compared to fairweathers, democrats’ propensity to vote is more conditioned on party trust. But model V suggests fair-weather supporters are not generally more likely to vote than all other Chileans. These findings further point to the importance of support profiles for understanding political participation. So while Chile’s distrusting democrats take to the streets to voice their preferences, they are conspicuously absent at the polls. If this were the only behavioral pattern at work, one might be inclined to conclude that support profiles and party distrust are a wash for Chilean democracy. But the finding that distrusting fair-weathers embrace electoral politics more firmly than democrats signifies that the trajectory of democratization in Chile may depend as much on distrusting democrats as on distrusting fair-weather supporters. Would existing measures of democratic support have revealed similar patterns? Evidence from Tables A3 and A4, reported in the supplemental materials on the journal’s Web site, suggests not. Those models reexamine protest activism and voter registration, respectively, using common measures of democratic support inspired by Juan J. Linz and Winston Churchill. The interaction terms of these classic measures of democratic support and the party trust variables do not reach statistical significance in any of the models. Such null findings imply that tracking the behavioral consequences of distrusting democrats in Chile, and perhaps in other new democracies, requires more fine-grained measures of democratic support than the widely used Linzian and Churchillian measures. As such, they underscore the empirical added value of the multidimensional profiles approach to democratic support.



Discussion On the jacket cover of Pippa Norris’s (1999b) Critical Citizens, Gabriel Almond declared the seminal work on distrusting democrats to be “the Civic Culture Study 40 years later.” Indeed, the volume reinvigorated long-standing debates over the relationship between political culture and democracy with an intriguing argument: low trust in democratic institutions can benefit democracy by inducing democratic citizens to demand accountability and reform. This study asks if distrusting democrats are at work in new democracies, too. Taking Chile as a most likely case, it finds that distrusting democrats are more active in protests but distrusting citizens with fair-weather support for democracy have a comparative advantage at the ballot box. That the behavioral patterns of distrusting democrats must be judged in comparison to those of other citizen subtypes may ultimately help construct more nuanced theories relating political culture to democratic outcomes.



The current study makes two key contributions. First, it identifies five subtypes or profiles of democratic support in Chile: democrats, delegatives, fair-weathers, illiberals, and autocrats. Of these citizen subtypes, democrats are least pervasive while autocrats are the most prevalent. Further analysis rejected the notion that the support profiles merely reflect the Chilean party system’s dominant authoritarian–democratic cleavage. In line with recent research on new democracies (Carlin and Singer, forthcoming; Walker 2009; Carrión 2008; Carnaghan 2007; Schedler and Sarsfield 2007, 2009), this evidence calls into question the baseline assumption underlying extant research on distrusting democrats: “At the turn of the millennium most citizens in well-established and in new democracies share widespread aspirations to the ideals and principles of democracy” (Norris 1999c, 1, emphasis added). Second, this study compares the joint implications of support profiles and trust in representative institutions for protest and electoral participation. The core finding is that Chilean democrats who do not trust parties are active protesters. However, these same distrusting democrats tend to eschew electoral politics. By remaining on the electoral sidelines, Chile’s distrusting democrats resemble the distrusting democrats of established democracies in word but only partially in deed. Essentially, they surrender a central mechanism of vertical accountability. Distrusting fair-weather supporters, for their part, embrace elections. Hence, as long as elected officials pay more attention to the protesting (democratic) few than the voting (ambivalent and autocratic) many, Chilean democracy will be less at risk and could even continue to deepen. But if citizens who distrust parties and take a wait-and-see approach to democracy have a disproportionate say in who gets elected, it may create opportunities for undemocratic leaders who threaten the development of stable, high-quality democracy in Chile. Whether similar cultural dynamics help explain the spread of populism, delegative democracy, and electoral authoritarianism in new democracies is fruitful avenue of future research. At least in Chile, however, democrats are being beaten at their own game. A final analysis suggested the classic Linzian and Churchillian measures of democratic support were unable to detect these behavioral patterns. To this end, the proposed democratic support profiles proved superior. These findings lend support to ongoing efforts to improve the measurement of democratic support and to connect it to observable behavioral outcomes. Moreover, they further highlight cluster analysis (Carlin and Singer, forthcoming; Schedler and Sarsfield 2007, 2009; UNDP 2004) as a promising survey-based approach to democratic support profiles and one that is flexible enough to
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Carlin accommodate analyses proceeding from distinct definitions of democracy. Finding multidimensional profiles of democratic support in Chile and, from them, distrusting democrats whose behavior only partly parallels their counterparts in established democracies tells a powerful lesson about the prospects for citizen-led democratic reform in new democracies: it is likely to be slow going and is at risk of being beset by less democratic segments of society that are comparatively more active in electoral politics. Yet the current study places a number of new questions and priorities on the research agenda. The first is to examine support profiles in other countries and at different points in time. To date, only Schedler and Sarsfield (2007, 2009) have applied a profiles approach at two different time points. In Mexico, they find a truly remarkable degree of stability not only across the profiles themselves between 2003 and 2005 but also in the distribution of citizens within them. Another logical extension is to retest the behavioral analysis beyond Chile, perhaps in other likely (or unlikely) cases or across whole regions. Such work might hypothesize more directly about the behaviors of citizen subtypes besides distrusting democrats. In addition, theorists must consider what shapes democratic support profiles and political trust. They may reflect political orientations, economic evaluations, psychological predispositions, and/or socialization factors. Indeed, they may be partially formed by political and civic activities (cf. Moehler 2008). Finally, scholars might profitably examine how distrusting democrats take advantage of political opportunity structures, overcome collective action problems, and frame their motives to link this research agenda to a broader theoretical story about the nature of contentious politics and social movements. Unfortunately, this study must leave these intriguing puzzles for others to address. In sum, understanding what these findings mean for democratization in Chile and in other new democracies remains an impending task. Meanwhile, this study provides some theoretical and conceptual guideposts for future research on these central themes of democratic theory.



Appendix The purpose of these supplemental materials is to heighten transparency and to ease replication of the analyses carried out in this article while saving space within Political Research Quarterly. The first section focuses on the question wording and coding rules of the variables used in the cluster analysis of profiles of support for democracy. Item numbers from the AmericasBarometer Chile 2006 codebook are included in brackets []. In addition,



it reports Cronbach’s α reliability coefficients and an intercorrelation matrix of the variables. To lend support to the reported cluster solution with Ward’s linkage method, a second section compares it to a series of alternative linkages and points out that five clusters is indeed a reasonable solution. Finally, the third section includes question wording and coding rules for the variables in the regression models.



Variables in Cluster Analysis The following six variables were entered into Step 1, an agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis to produce the profiles of support for democracy. Intrinsic Support for Democratic Governance. 1. Democracy may have problems, but it is better than any other form of government. To what extent do you agree or disagree with these statements? (0) Strongly disagree, (6) Strongly agree. [Ing4] Intrinsic Support for Political Rights and Procedures. There are people who speak negatively of Chile’s form of government, not just the incumbent government but the system of government. [D1-4] 1. How strongly do you approve or disapprove of such people’s right to vote? (0) strongly disapprove, (9) strongly approve. [D1] 2. How strongly do you approve or disapprove that such people be allowed to conduct peaceful demonstrations in order to express their views? (0) strongly disapprove, (9) strongly approve. [D2] 3. How strongly do you approve or disapprove of such people being permitted to run for public office? (0) strongly disapprove, (9) strongly approve. [D3] 4. How strongly do you approve or disapprove of such people appearing on television to make speeches? (0) strongly disapprove, (9) strongly approve. [D4] Reliability α = .91 Intrinsic Support for Civil Liberties. Now let’s talk about the actions the state could take. Let’s continue using the scale from 1 to 10. On this scale, 1 means firmly disapprove and 10 means firmly approve (scale reversed and recoded: (0) strongly disapprove, (9) strongly approve. [D32-34, D36-37]
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1. To what degree do you approve or disapprove of a law prohibiting public protests? [D32] 2. To what degree do you approve or disapprove of a law prohibiting the meetings of any group that criticizes the nationality political system? [D33] 3. To what degree would you approve or disapprove if the government censored television programs? [D34] 4. To what degree would you approve or disapprove if the government censored books in public school libraries? (0 strongly approve, 9 strongly approve) [D36] 5. To what degree would you approve or disapprove if the government censored any of the media that criticized it? [D37] Reliability α = .84 Instrumental Support for Democratic Governance. Some people say that in certain circumstances it would be justified for the military to take power via a coup d’état. In your opinion would it be justified to have a coup d’état by the military in the face of the following circumstances? (1) It would be justified that the military take power, (0) It would not be justified that the military take power (coding reversed for analysis). 1. Facing very high unemployment. [JC1] 2. Facing many social protest. [JC1] 3. Facing high crime rates. [JC10] 4. Facing high inflation, with an excessive increase in prices. [JC12] 5. Facing a lot of corruption. [JC13] Reliability α = .81 Instrumental Support for Political Rights and Procedures. Between the following options, which would you prefer? [CHI32-35] 1. A government that reduces unemployment by half even though it suspends elections, or (0) a government that respects the timing of elections even though it does not get results in terms of unemployment? (1) [CHI32] 2. A government that reduces the crime rate by half even though it suspends elections, or (0) a government that respects the timing of elections even though it does not get results in terms of citizen security? (1) [CHI33] 3. A president that reduces unemployment by half but governs without taking the parliament or



the judiciary into account, or (0) a president that respects the other powers of the state even though it does not get results in terms of unemployment? (1) [CHI34] 4. A president that reduces the crime rate by half but governs without taking the parliament or the judiciary into account, or (0) a president that respects the other powers of the state even though it does not get results in terms of citizen security? (1) [CHI35] Reliability α = .86 Instrumental Support for Civil Liberties. I am going to read out several pairs of statements. Taking into account the current situation of this country, I would like you to tell me with which of the following two statements you agree with the most? [pop4] 1. Our presidents should have the necessary power so that they can act in the national interest (0), or On the contrary the power of our presidents should be limited so that they do not endanger our liberties. (1)



Intercorrelations of Variables in the Cluster Analysis Table A1 provides the correlation matrix for the variables in the cluster analysis. The key intuition from this descriptive analysis is that the components of support for democracy do not fit neatly on a single linear scale. Indeed, there is not a great deal of intercorrelation among these variables. While some positive strong relationships appear, there are actually more relationships that are reliably negative. This along with the results of the factor analysis reported in note 5 of the article lend credence to the notion that support for democracy in Chile, as in other cases reported in the literature, is not unidimensional or linear. Rather, like democracy itself, there are multiple theoretically relevant and empirically demonstrable dimensions of support for democracy.



Cluster Analysis Solution Checks One way to establish the number of clusters from exploratory clustering techniques, such as the agglomerative hierarchical method employed in the study, is to examine the dendrogram, or the cluster tree, and to draw subjective cutoff points. But this study employs a more objective approach, the Duda–Hart statistical stopping
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Carlin Table A1. Intercorrelations of Variables in the Cluster Analysis Liberal/illiberal



Intrinsic/instrumental



Democratic Political rights Civil Democratic Political rights Civil governance and procedures liberties governance and procedures liberties Liberal/illiberal Democratic governance Political rights and procedures Civil liberties Intrinsic/ Democratic governance instrumental Political rights and procedures Civil liberties



1.000 .211** -.121** -.194** -.013 .132**



1.000 -.215** -.010 -.053 .098**



1.000 .032 .079** -.110**



1.000 .025 -.210**



1.000 -.219**



1.000



**p ≤ .01 (two-tailed tests).



rule. This procedure provides a series of values for Je(2)/Je(1) and a pseudo-T2 statistic. Je(2)/Je(1) is equal to the sum of squared errors in potential resulting subgroups divided by the sum of squares in the group that is to be divided. A further division into subgroups makes sense if Je(2)$ < $Je(1) because the resulting groups would be more homogeneous than the original groups (as indicated by the sums of squares). In the table below, the number of meaningful groups is signaled by the largest Je(2)/Je(1) value with a correspondingly low pseudo-T2 value, which has higher values above and below it. According to this logic, a five-cluster solution is appropriate for a cluster analysis that uses Ward’s ANOVA method of creating clusters. Results for the five-cluster solution are reported in bold, and the pseudo-T2 values above and below it are reported in italics in Table A2. To gain more confidence in the validity of this five-cluster solution, Table A2 compares it to solutions suggested by



single linkages, complete linkage, and average linkage methods. The results show, like Ward’s method, a single linkage structure suggests five clusters as well. While complete and average linkages are less conclusive, they do not suggest a more appropriate number of clusters. These checks bolster the validity of the five-cluster solution indicated by Ward’s method.



Variables in Regression Analysis The variables below were employed in the ordered and binary logistic regression models that compared protest participation and voter registration across the profiles of support for democracy. The dependent variables come first followed by the main independent variables, alternative democratic support variables, and control variables. Protest Activism. This variable was constructed from two survey questions.



Table A2. Cluster Solutions with Alternative Linkage Methods Ward’s method # of clusters 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Single linkage 2



Je(2)/Je(1)



Pseudo-T



Je(2)/Je(1)



.8488 .8247 .7297 .7956 .7584 .7738 .7738 .8083 .6945



208.10 139.42 171.13 131.06 61.17 89.17 89.17 62.24 89.31



.9964 .8192 .9922 .9822 .9941 .1526 .9931 .9932 .9950



Complete linkage 2



Pseudo-T 4.22 257.52 4.67 10.37 3.49 5.55 4.09 4.07 2.45



Average linkage 2



Je(2)/Je(1)



Pseudo-T



Je(2)/Je(1)



.9139 .9429 .7922 .8809 .8734 .8027 .6964 .8248 .8798



109.97 58.26 53.51 123.62 30.01 26.54 20.05 19.96 96.33



.9369 .9478 .9107 .8911 .9690 .7908 .8224 .8197 .7641



Results for the five-cluster solution are reported in bold, and pseudo-T2 values above and below it are reported in italics.
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1. In the last year, have you participated in a public manifestation or protest? Have you done this several times, almost never, or never? [PROT2] 2. At any time in your life have you participated in a public manifestation or protest? Have you done this several times, almost never, or never? [PROT1]



Interpersonal Trust. Now, speaking about the people around here, would you say that the people in this community are . . . ? [IT1] (Recoded)



These items were combined to create a variable representing recent protest activity. Therefore, most of the variable’s values come from the first question [PROT2]. The second question [PROT1] is used to distinguish those who may not have protested in the last year—but who have protested at some point in their lives—from those who have never protested. Thus, the protest activism variable takes on the following values.



Political Interest. How much interest do you have in politics? [Pol1] (Recoded)



(0) Never participated in protests in one’s life (1) Participated in protests in one’s life, but not in the last year (2) Participated in protests infrequently in the last year (3) Participated in protests frequently in the last year Voter Registration. To talk about something else, are you registered to vote? [VB1] (Recoded)



(0) Not at all trustworthy (1) A little bit trustworthy (2) Somewhat trustworthy (3) Very trustworthy



(3) A lot (2) Some (1) Little (0) None Ideology. Now, to change the subject. On this card there is a 1–10 scale that goes from left to right. Nowadays, when we speak of political leanings, we talk of those on the left and those on the right. In other words, some people sympathize more with the left and others with the right. According to the meaning that the terms “left” and “right” have for you, and thinking of your own political leanings, where would you place yourself on this scale? Indicate the box that comes closest to your own position. [L1] Left ← 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 → Right Education. Years in school (0–18) [ED] Income. Years in school (0–18) [ED]



(0) No (1) Yes Party Trust. To what extent do you trust/have confidence in political parties? [B21] (1) None, (7) A lot Linzian Support for Democracy. With which of the following statements do you most agree? [DEM2] 1. (Linzian Democrat) Democracy is preferable to any other form of government. 2. (Linzian Autocrat) In certain circumstances, an authoritarian government could be preferable to a democratic one. 3. (Linzian Indifferent) To people like me, a democratic regime and a nondemocratic regime are all the same. Churchillian Support for Democracy. See Intrinsic Support for Democracy above.



  (0) No income   (1) Less than $25  (2) $26–$50  (3) $51–$100  (4) $101–$150  (5) $151–$200  (6) $201–$300  (7) $301–$400  (8) $401–$500  (9) $501–$750 (10) $751–$1,000 (11) $1,001–$1,500 (12) $1,501–$2,000 (13) Above $2,000 Woman. Woman (1), Man (0) [Q1] Age. Age in years [Q2] Socialization Cohorts. Cohorts are comprised of citizens who turned eighteen years of age within the following socialization periods. (Recoded from [Q2])
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Carlin (Pre-1973) Before 1973, the year of the most recent democratic breakdown (Dictatorship) 1973–1985 (Transition) 1986–1992 (Post-Frei) 1993–2006



Protest Activism and Electoral Participation Models with Linzian and Churchillian Measures of Support for Democracy



Married. What is your civil status? [Q11] (Recoded) (1) Married (0) Single, Free Union (accompanied), Divorced, Separated, Widowed Children. How many children do you have? [Q12] (logged)



The models of protest activism and electoral participation reported in Tables A3 and A4, respectively, substitute the classic Linzian and Churchillian measures of democratic support for the multidimensional profiles derived from the cluster analysis. As the results demonstrate, these long-standing measures fail to find an interactive relationship between democratic support and these two indicators of political participation.



Table A3. Linzian and Churchillian Support, Party Trust, and Protest Activism in Chile Model VI β Party trust Linzian Democrat × Party Trust Linzian Autocrat × Party Trust Linzian Indifferent × Party Trust Churchill Democrat × Party Trust Linzian democrat Linzian autocrat Linzian indifferent Churchill democrat Interpersonal trust Political interest Ideology Education Income Woman Age Married Children Student Cut point 1 Cut point 2 Cut point 3 -2LLF Pseudo-R2McF N



-0.046 0.007



0.232



0.039 0.521*** -0.188*** 0.128*** 0.061 -0.351* -0.001 -0.437** 0.287† 0.904*** 2.643 4.336 4.729 1705.0 .128 1,443



Model VII (SE) (0.094) (0.106)



(0.385)



(0.082) (0.075) (0.031) (0.031) (0.041) (0.145) (0.006) (0.159) (0.150) (0.242) (0.522) (0.535) (0.540)



β



Model VIII (SE)



-0.039



(0.050)



-0.019 0.018



(0.140) (0.142)



-0.279 -0.197



(0.519) (0.501)



0.039* 0.522*** -0.187*** 0.128*** 0.062 -0.352* -0.001 -0.437** 0.289† 0.91*** 2.436 4.130 4.524 1704.6 .128 1,443



(0.082) (0.075) (0.031) (0.027) (0.041) (0.145) (0.006) (0.159) (0.159) (0.247) (0.439) (0.454) (0.461)



p ≤ .1. *p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01. ***p ≤ .001 (two-tailed tests).



†
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β



(SE)



-0.146



(0.139)



0.020



(0.028)



-0.069 0.062 0.499*** -0.189*** 0.125*** 0.057 -0.375** -0.001 -0.395*** 0.288† 0.962*** 2.051 3.688 4.101 1776.0 .123 1,471



(0.094) (0.081) (0.074) (0.031) (0.026) (0.040) (0.143) (0.006) (0.155) (0.148) (0.241) (0.604) (0.613) (0.616)
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Table A4. Linzian and Churchillian Support, Party Trust, and Electoral Participation in Chile Model IX β Party trust Linzian Democrat × Party Trust Linzian Autocrat × Party Trust Linzian Indifferent × Party Trust Churchill Democrat × Party Trust Linzian democrat Linzian autocrat Linzian indifferent Churchill democrat Interpersonal trust Political interest Ideology Education Income Woman Post-Frei Transition Dictatorship Married Children Constant -2LLF Pseudo-R2McF N



0.042 0.095



Model X β



(SE) (0.086) (0.101)



-0.413



(0.362)



0.194* 0.482*** -0.013 0.006 -0.021 0.174 -3.320*** -1.437*** -0.599** 0.328* 0.504** 1.228* 1141.1 .340 1,443



(0.085) (0.093) (0.034) (0.034) (0.045) (0.157) (0.263) (0.269) (0.261) (0.166) (0.159) (0.493)



Model XI (SE)



0.137



(0.055)



0.047 -0.220



(0.132) (0.134)



-0.224 0.967*



(0.483) (0.471)



0.192* 0.480*** -0.012 0.006 -0.014 0.179 -3.3341*** -1.458*** -0.611* 0.322† 0.503** 0.799† 1137.2 .343 1,443



(0.086) (0.092) (0.034) (0.029) (0.045) (0.158) (0.265) (0.270) (0.262) (0.166) (0.160) (0.442)



β



(SE)



-0.103



(0.136)



0.044



(0.028)



-0.096 0.214* 0.484*** -0.003 0.004 -0.033 0.183 -3.340*** -1.511*** -0.612* 0.340* 0.424** 1.465* 1166.8 .339 1,470



(0.094) (0.085) (0.092) (0.033) (0.028) (0.044) (0.156) (0.262) (0.266) (0.261) (0.164) (0.157) (0.589)



p ≤ .1. *p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01. ***p ≤ .001 (two-tailed tests).
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Carlin fails to generate a single factor with an eigenvalue over 1.   6. This deviates from Schedler and Sarsfield’s (2007) subjective criteria. Analyses with single, complete, and average linkages do not contradict a five-cluster solution (see online supplemental materials).  7. Missing values are imputed to maximize the number of respondents in each cluster. The imputation model creates five multiple-imputed data sets using the chained equations techniques (Royston 2005). Equations incorporate each of the measures from the cluster and subsequent regression analyses (see below) except for vote choice. Assuming the data are missing at random, which should hold (King et al. 2001), missing data for each variable are imputed with the appropriate regression model (i.e., ordinary least squares for continuous variables, logit for binary variables, multinomial logit for categorical variables, and ordered logit for ordinal variables). Since the normality assumption on the posterior distribution of noncontinuous regression coefficients may not be valid, bootstrapping techniques that relax the normality assumption are used to produce robust estimates for noncontinuous variables (Li, Raghunathan, and Rubin 1991).   8. From the 1989 elections to the time of this writing, the party system has been cleaved by a prodictatorship right-wing coalition under various names of Renovación Nacional (RN) and Unión Demócrata Independiente (UDI); a Center–Left prodemocratic Concertación coalition of Partido Socialista (PS), Partido por la Democracia (PPD), Partido Radical Social Demócrata (PRSD), and Partido Demócrata Cristiano (PDC); and far-Left parties such as Partido Comunista (PC) and Partido Humanista (PH).   9. Broadly speaking, the results reported below hold for measures of trust in congress and the institutional trust index used by Norris (1999a), but the estimates are less robust and more abstract for the case of Chile. 10. The AmericasBarometer survey makes no distinction between the first and second rounds of the 2005–2006 presidential contest. While the incentives to participate may vary somewhat between elections, more extensive theoretical development is necessary to link such incentives to the beliefs and actions of the five citizen subtypes. The author thanks an anonymous reviewer for highlighting this theoretical–empirical gap. At the time of the survey, by law, voter registration was voluntary but voting was compulsory. Enforcement was sporadic. 11. All variables of interest pass the Brant (1990) test of the parallel regression assumption. 12. Missing values are imputed (see note 7). Thus, parameter estimates of the five multiple imputations of the data are combined using Rubin’s (1987) method. In addition, robust estimates of the variance–covariance matrix of the regression coefficients (Li, Raghunathan, and Rubin 1991) are calculated.



13. These relationships do not change if we consider infrequent protest participation. The increase is roughly 33 percent for students and 17 percent for nonstudents.
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